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 Its main nemesis is a maniac who specializes in hunting down dangerous and innovative monsters. As the title suggests, it is a mutant centipede made up of three separate but linked people. A critic, after watching the 1977 made-for-television movie, wrote, "This made-for-TV horror film makes the 'Worst Sci-Fi Film Ever Made' list, because its premise was so preposterous that it was unworthy of
even being called a movie." Plot: The children and nurse of a zombi infestation accidentally come into possession of a sacred object called The Trenchcoat. They hide this object from the human police, who arrive to investigate the incident, and take the children for safekeeping to the large estate of the childless Mina Harker. Mina's youngest daughter, Laura, discovers the trenchcoat, whereupon she

imagines that she and her governess are trapped by the zombies. In actuality, she is being pursued by a man named Van Helsing who wants to kill her. He is led to the Harkers by the Oreto brothers, who are the leaders of the zombi cult that worships the object. As a result of the zombies' wanton destruction, a hurricane appears to announce the arrival of "Mina's uncle" who has been following the
Harkers. The leader of the Oreto Brothers and his followers, afraid of the monsters, have been hiding in the cellar of the house. As the Mina's sister, Lucy, discovers that the new arrival is her uncle who has traveled from Transylvania, the children of the house—Harker, Mina and Mrs. Harker—are forced to engage in a savage battle for survival. Mina and her niece and nephew are the only ones to
survive and it is then they find themselves facing the zombies one last time as the storm ends. Plot: Two talking rats create a device that allows them to create a bloodthirsty humanoid creature known as the Jackal with its image projected onto a man's body. Their plans are interrupted when they are sent back in time and are confronted by a haunted woman. Plot: A blind man who works for the CIA

uses a telekinetic power to disable a plane mid-flight and forces the pilot to crash. The plane is then loaded with a high-tech explosive device and set to crash into a specific target. The 82157476af
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